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Criticism and Affect Theory 

 
Course Description: 
This course will serve as an introduction to theories of affect and emotion as they have entered literary 
criticism and the humanities in the last two decades. We will explore the reasons for the explosion of 
work in this area, and survey a variety of theoretical approaches to the study of affect. We will then 
bring our attention to the work of a handful of significant twentieth-century thinkers on emotion: 
Sigmund Freud, Melanie Klein, and Silvan Tomkins. We will read selections from Freud’s The 
Interpretation of Dreams (1900), a crucial text for the practice of literary criticism in the twentieth 
century, and examine the assumptions made by a set of psychoanalytic reading techniques. We will go 
on to explore departures from Freud in the school of object-relations theory, paying particular attention 
to the notion of phantasy in Melanie Klein and play in Donald Winnicott. We will also explore  the work 
of affect theorist Silvan Tomkins, a U.S. psychologist who offered an interesting revision of the 
psychoanalytic theory of the drives, and who offers a useful theory and vocabulary of affect. Alongside 
these theories we will read a set of literary texts that pay careful attention to the dynamics of emotion, 
including works by Franz Kafka, Patricia Highsmith, Marcel Proust, and Chester Himes. Our guiding 
question throughout this course will be: what difference might it make for literary study to have explicit 
theories of affect or emotion to work with? 
 
This course will be run as a mix of lecture and discussion. Course grade will be based on in-class 
writing, two critical responses, and a term paper. Please note, some course details may change. 


